, x n , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . where x n  fn.
DEF. An infinite sequence x n  n1  has the real number a as a limit if given an real number   0 there is a corresponding N  N such that n  N  |x n  a|   in which case we write lim n x n  a, or x n  a as n  .
DEF. If a sequence has a finite limit we say it converges.
Facts:
The sequence 1/n converges and has limit 0.
A sequence may not have a limit.
Limits are unique if they exist.
Explicit Calculations With Limits
The process of taking a limit interacts as you would expect with the basic operations , , , and  and with the order properties of real numbers.
Th. Suppose x n  and y n  are convergent sequences in R and c  R. Then the limits on the left all exist and have the indicated value:
Th. Suppose x n  and y n  are convergent sequences in R and x n  y n for all large n or x n  y n for all large n Then lim n x n  lim n y n
The Squeeze Law (AKA The Three Sequences Theorem) Th. Suppose x n , y n , and z n  are sequences in R with x n  y n  z n for all large n  lim n x n and  lim n z n and lim n x n  lim n z n .
Then  lim n y n and all three limits are equal.
Corollaries:
(1) |y n |  z n  0   lim n y n  0.
(2) If x n  is bounded (which means M  0 such that |x n |  M for all n and if y n  0 as n  , then  lim n x n y n  0.
The Dilemma With Limits! In significant applications in which limits occur you generate a sequence x n  whose terms get "closer and closer" to the solution of a difficult practical or theoretical problem that you cannot solve by more elementary means. Your hope is that "closer and closer" means the sequence converges and that its limit, say a, is the solution to your problem.
Here is the dilemma: You don't know a. If you did, you wouldn't need the sequence! If you don't know a, then you can't use the definition of a limit to check that the sequence has limit a.
What are you to do?
You need ways to guarantee that a sequence converges without knowing its limit in advance! Stay turned.
Basic Properties a Sequence May Have DEF. A sequence x n  of real numbers is bounded above if M  R such that x n  M for all n; bounded below if m  R such that x n  m for all n; bounded if it is both bounded above and bounded below.
